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Aimed at supporting research on predicting and mitigating climate change 
effects on the whole Earth ecosystem 



ESGF is a multinational effort that manages climate and 
environmental data.  
A network of federated and standardised data discovery, access 
and analysis services. 
Data Volume, in the order of tens of PB, is constantly increasing 
and distributed across different projects, e.g. 

• CMIP5-6.. 7 coming up 
• CORDEX 
• Obs4MIPs ESGF 

IdeA



Climate4Impact v2 - Projects



Two	User	Profiles	
		
Guest:	Basic	Search	&	Local	Download		
Registered	User:	Data	Analysis	&	Subsetting			
(soon	CORDEX	support)	

Registration	procedure	

1	-	Send	an	email	to	c4i@knmi.nl	specifying				
affiliation	and	motivation	to	become	a		
Registered	User	

2	-	Make	sure	the	email	is	associated	with	at		
least	one	of	your	GitHub,	ORCID,	ESGF-CEDA	
accounts	

3	-	Once	approved,	login	to	C4I	via	the	ESGF	SSO		

Climate4Impact v2 - Profiles and SSO

mailto:c4i@knmi.nl


Search Parametrisation made easier

C4I v2 - Search and Nodes
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C4I v2 - Search and Nodes

Data Nodes Selection by Service



Netherlands	eScience	
Center

ESMValTool in C4I
Models’ Performance Comparison



Climate4Impact Search for CMIP5/6 
(soon CORDEX) Data 
https://climate4impact.eu  

Local Download via Metalink 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metalink 

- Scriptable (WGET/cURL)

C4I v2 Local Download

https://climate4impact.eu
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metalink


…Subsetting onto personal workspaces

C4I v2 Workflows and Workspaces

Full Data Staging… 

&

Workspaces offer very large storage 
  
Full Data staging allows 3GB per request  
(prevents timeout, given the occasional high load on the nodes) 

The remote subsetting option, where available, helps 
reducing the requested data based on user’s needs 

Only for registered and validated accounts!  
Cost-effective and secure
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SWIRRL - VRE API

ESGF/WPS

Common 
Preprocessing 
Workflows & 
Staging

https://doi.org/10.1162/dint_a_00129 
https://gitlab.com/KNMI-OSS/swirrl  

Manage data-driven collaborative 
workspaces, combining reproducible 
Notebooks, Workflows and 
Visualisation tools on the Cloud

Kubernetes

readonly ~/data 
folder

https://doi.org/10.1162/dint_a_00129
https://gitlab.com/KNMI-OSS/swirrl


icclim sample notebooks
https://gitlab.com/is-enes-cdi-c4i/notebooks 

https://gitlab.com/is-enes-cdi-c4i/notebooks


Users create intermediate and 
shareable snapshots on GitHub, 
Binders, compatible with  https://mybinder.org/  

Rollback workflows and Restore 
environments to a previous state

Reproducibility Controls

https://mybinder.org/


 automated provenance management and data-versioning, fostering traceability and reproducibility. 

Reproducibility Controls



Help Material and Feedback Form
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Web Analytics and Computational KPIs

Tracking at Event Level 
allows to get useful insights 
at a very high granularity. 

GDPR Compliant Web analytics service (Matomo)

Live on climate4impact.eu 

Trainings week



Notebook stats:

Workflow stats:

Staged-Data

Web Analytics and Computational KPIs
Provenance used to Collect Computational KPIs (examples)

Run a Workflow session_count notebook_count

34 34

Total Data Files Unique 
Data Fies

1104 949

wf_types run_count success %

download 98 82%

rookswps 18 72%

>90 Users Registered via the new ESGF SSO system at CEDA



Improvements	from	v1	

- Search	Usability	

- Models	Performance	Comparison	(ESMValTool)	

- Single	Sign	On	with	ESGF	

- Flexible	analysis	features	(Workspaces	with	ICCLIM	Notebooks,	Data	Staging	&	Subsetting	Workflows)	

- Automated	reproducibility	mechanisms	fostering	FAIR	research	

- Decoupled	Architecture	(SWIRRL/SSO/WPS)	

	

Climate4Impact v2



Ongoing and Future work..... 

 - Access to CORDEX with ESGF SSO supported at more CORDEX nodes (ongoing)  

 - More ESGF nodes to implement Subsetting WPS (e.g. CMCC coming soon) 

 - More Notebooks Use Cases using icclim 
    https://gitlab.com/is-enes-cdi-c4i/notebooks  

 - Scientific Guidance produced by experts 

 - Use SWIRRL to create Collaborative Data Caches  
(frequently requested by lecturers for educational purposes) 
	

https://gitlab.com/is-enes-cdi-c4i/notebooks

